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Business leaders couldn’t get a good handle on immigration spend 
when they needed to.

Manual immigration was too slow and inefficient for an organization 
built on digitization.

ABOUT THE COMPANY: 
CBS Interactive (“CBSi”), a division of CBS Corporation, is the 
premier online content network for information and entertainment. 
With over 1 billion users visiting their properties every quarter, they 
are a global top 10 web property. 

Sarah Willey is the Senior Manager of Talent Operations for CBS 
Interactive. She previously partnered with outside legal firms to 
manage immigration cases before she took over the immigration 
function for CBSi. 
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Budgeting and cost analysis was difficult with a traditional law firm, Sarah tells us.
“Historically, with the external firm we were using, invoices had to be requested and 
sent via email for every division or person that we wanted to view.” That information 
wasn’t readily available, which made it a grueling process whenever a division needed 
a handle on its immigration spend.

Because of the need to find a more digitized and efficient immigration program, Sarah 
helped lead the organization in the transition from a traditional law firm to Envoy.

The Envoy dashboard gives Sarah even more visibility into her sponsored workforce. 
She can analyze cases based on different criteria, including by which division 
employees work within the organization. “Being able to view case data by division has 
been really beneficial when analyzing information for our HR and finance groups,” she 
says. Envoy technology enables her to see her workforce in a way that makes sense to 
the organization, and it helps her pass on critical information to managers whose main 
concern is employees in their division.

DASHBOARD MAKES BUDGETING SIMPLE
She’s also able to see the current spend and look at immigration costs by division or 
employee when she needs to. The work she historically had to manually do with the 
traditional law firm can now be done in minutes on her own. A simple dropdown option 
on her dashboard allows her to separate spend by employee or division, making it 
simple to create reports and share with managers.


